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hen Colin Chapmant

Lotus 7 6rst ventured

out onto an English

race track back in the

'60s, it was merely

one of many similarly

styled sports cars that were collectively

known as'Clubman' racing cars 
- 

all

of them grouped into a racing formula

organized by a group called, unremarkably,

the Clubmans' Register. Generally, these cars

were cheap to build but provided an exciting

form of racing at a time when enthusiasts
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were building their own cars in backyards,

using parts on hand supplemented with
whatever else they could scrounge together.

Due to the simpliciry of their consrrucrion,

most of these early Clubman-rype cars would

now be recognized as looking like Lotus 7s.

Today, ofcourse, all the sports cars that

followed in the wake of Chapmant creation

have subsequently been labelled as Lotus 7
replicas 

- 
although that term only came

into general usage during the mid to late

'70s after Caterham purchased the rights to

continue building the 7 but was not allowed

to use the Lotus name. In effect, the 7k
design entered the public domain.

A modern 7

I found myself mulling that brief history

lesson over in my mind as I stood alongside

the latest AIma6 ss1 
- 

th6 Clubsprint XL.
Although it looks like a Lotus 7 replica,

it isn't! Not one dimension or mechanical

detail is shared with the classic British sports

car 
- 

the Almac is a lot bigger (hence the

XL designation) and offers something the

original never did 
- 

comfort. As well,
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Probably best known for its 427SC Cobra replicas, Wellington-based company Almac is

also responsible for the more modern Sabre and its take on the iconic Lotus 7 53
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Those wishlng to Purchase

an Almac ClubsPrint XL as

a kit will also need to buY

a donor MX-5 but, on the

olus side, the use of a single

bonor car means that it can

also orovide modern items

such' as instruments and

steerins-wheel stalks, all ot

which c--an be canied through

into the Almac, keePing time-

consuming fiddling about to a

minimum

Atthough it tooks tike a Lotus 7 reptica' it isn't!

Notonedimensionormechanicatdetaitissharedwith
the ctassic British sPoli:9€f

when it comes to outright performance'

the Clubsprint is faster, stronger' and - 
as

vou'd expect ofa modern vehicle - 
more

,.liable. Ho*.u.r, the biggest change From

the legendary 7 is to be Found under the

skin, i"ith the Almact all-round independent

suspension ailowing it to convincingly out-

handle an original Lotus'
tWhile the Clubsprint XL is no porker' it

does weigh rather more than an old Lotus 7

- 
53 originals weighed in at around 500kg'

while thJhac tips the scales at 680kg'

A reasonable chunk ofthis extra weight

comes from the independent rear end that

is unbolted from a donor Mazda MX-5

and attached to the Clubsprint chassis' The

beaury of this arrangement is that it makes

prt,i.rg cogether the car's rear end relatively

.r.y fo"t,h. ho,n. assembler' and' as the

1"p"r,.r. unit is a solidly built item' it should

prove reliable in service'

Smart features
Hop into the Almac and its extra size

is immediately evident - 
most of the

7-type carsl ve driven have struggled to

"..o--od*. 
my 1'82-metre frame' The

biggest impression was the amount of space

in the foorwell, where there was actually

room for my feet, even with street shoes on'

Cor.,fortrbly r.ated, I was also pleased to

see that the cart interior finish is to a very

hieh standard, the yellow and black colour

..t.-. .o*pl.menting the carbon-fi bre

dashboard, dding to the detailing that has

obviously gone into our test car'

Those wishing to Purchase anAlmac

Clubsprint XL as a kit will also need to buy

a donor MX-5 but, on the plus side' the use

of a single donor car means that it can also

orovide modern items such as instruments
'rrd 

rt..ring-*heel stalks, all of which

..n be carried through into the Almac'

keeoins time-consuming fiddling abouc to

, rninil-tr'r-. Retaining the MX-5 rife-bolt-

action gearbox, motor and differential ensure

thrt thl Clubsprint has an entire drivetrain

workins in haimony' As well' it makes this

.rr r.ri.h.rp to put together' as the builder

does not have the hassle ofcreating wiring

looms or setting up comPuters' given all

the MX-5 comPonents can be used - 
and

the Mazda's rp..dorntttt, tachometer' and

gauges do not need adiusting either'

Itloes without saying that utilizing a

-oi..., donor car in this manner means that
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ongoing maintenance should be a breeze,

with plenty ofeasy-to-get parts.

Away from the car's oily bits, even if you

take a close look at the Almact exterior

panels, you won't immediately realize that

theyie not painted but instead coated in
the gelcoat that came with the panels as

they were lifted from the moulds. Quite
obviously, Almac has learned a lot about

glass-fibre production (after all, it has been

doing it since 1971), and this experience

shows in the high-quality finish of our test

car's panels, so good are they that painting is

not required.

Another thing I really liked is what Almac
has done with the Clubsprintt roofl Getting
in and out ofthese types ofcars with a soft

top in place generally requires the fexibility
of a chimpanzee, while regular use will
require owners to have a chiropracror on

speed dial! However, Almac has gone some

way to solving this problem by creating a

sort of Targa roof that unzips to the middle

so that you can step over the side ofthe car

and into the cockpit relatively easily. It works

great 
- 

but, ifit's raining heavily, you'd have

to be quite sharp about hopping aboard and

zipping back up!

7 heaven
After adjusting the Almact driver seat (yes,

it is adjustable) and putting the car into first

gear, I knew I was in for a treat 
- 

at this

point, I should admit to being something of
a closet MX-5 fan.

'With 
the twin-cam engine burblingaway,I

made myself comfortable in the Almac, and

at this point could really only find fault with
the position of the steering wheel, which I
thought is a bit low, making it difficult for

taller drivers to see al1 the speedometer and

tachometer. A minor fault, and one that

Almac tells me is restricted to the car I had

been given for our road test 
- 

this being the

prototype Clubsprint XL. A1l production

cars have their steering wheels raised by at

least 20mm, easily curing the problem.
'lfith 

that small gripe put aside, I let out

the clutch, and, with a slight chirp from
the rear tyres, we were off- and I was

quickly made aware of the power-to-weight

difference between the Almac and the

original donor car. An MX-5 weighs in
ar970kg, almost 30Okg heavier than the

Clubsprint and, as you can imagine, that
considerable weight saving means the

Almac accelerates and pulls like a train.
As expected, handling is superb 

-
going quickly around corners is what this

car is built for, and, in this area, it excels.

Driving along Greys Road, near Porirua,

there are some tight fat corners that the

car took easily, and, while I was expecting

a bit of spine compression due to a stiff
suspension, the Almac's ride proved to be

surprisingly compliant. This is one well-
sorted car.

Cruising around Wellingtont picturesque

bays, the Mazda engine made all the right
sounds, and it was a pleasure to play tunes

by cogging up and down the gearbox.

Like a boy scout, I'm aiways prepared, and

had brought earplugs with me for the test

drive 
- 

but they were not required. The

gentle pops and crackles from the exhaust

on the over-run, followed by the sound ofa
true sports car engine growling under load,

is something best experienced first-hand 
-

only then can you appreciate the thrill of
driving this car. The steering wheel moved

quickly from lock to lock, giving plenty of
feedback and making this an easy vehicle to

point and squirt.

Heading up the straights to Paraparaumu,

the car felt settled, at legal speeds the engine

note was not obtrusive, and I felt pleasantly

relaxed and aware that I could quite easily

drive this car all the way to Auckland,

confident that it would make it and be a real

hoot on the way.

After a great day out, it was with reluctance

that I handed the Almac's keys back, and,

later, as I looked back at my time in the car, I
realized that it was everything it is supposed

to be. During the week, it could be driven

easily to work and, at the weekend, it would
be just as at home on the race track. There

may be no such thing as a practical 7, but

Almact Clubsprint XL comes the closest to

that ideal out of all the many and various

Lotus 7 lookalikes I have driven.

The car's design is well thought out,

especially the way the soft top

opens to allow easy access, and

the fibreglass panelling is easy

to repair or replace, while the

quality ofthe gelcoat finish

means that the builder can

avoid the expense ofpainting.

rYant to know more about the

Alrnac ClubsprintXL? Visit the

website at almac.co.nz..
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